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Clearing a pathway for Work Integrated Learning
Application of knowledge is more important than the qualification.

CareerLounge has deployed these insights in the products and services we offer.
Villages

Across the product suite, industry segments and communities are classified as Villages. The Villages that are currently effected by STEM are highlighted in blue.

- Advanced Manufacturing
- Agriculture
- Arts
- Asset Management
- Automotive
- Aviation & Aerospace
- Building & Construction
- Commerce
- Community Services
- Dentistry
- Design
- Digital Media
- Education
- Emergency Services
- Energy
- Engineering
- Entrepreneurs
- Environment
- Fashion
- Government
- Hair & Beauty
- Health & Health Services
- Hospitality
- Innovation
- International
- Law & Justice
- Life Sciences
- Media & Communications
- Medicine
- Mining & Resources
- Physical Sciences
- Printing
- Professional Services
- Property & Property Services
- Racing
- Retail
- Sciences
- Social Ventures
- Sport
- Student
- Technology
- Transport & Logistics
- Travel & Tourism
- Veterinary Science
- Volunteers
- Wellness
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Industry insights
Career pathways
Industry news
Courses available
Interact with employers
Build a network
Identify employers of choice
Post content
Comment and share
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Paddl

Provides students with industry based casual and part-time employment relevant to their course and location.

paddljobs.com

Paddl Employer Network: Sciences Group

- Universities with relevant courses
- Employers with suitable casual and part-time jobs for STEM students

**Sciences Group** includes the following Villages:
Advanced Manufacturing, Agriculture, Aviation & Aerospace, Engineering, Environment, Innovation, Medicine, Physical Sciences, Technology, Veterinary Sciences
Work closely with our Partners to help identify Paddl job types and relevant employment opportunities for enrolled students.

Work with peak bodies and membership organisations to map employers by location in relevance to education institutions.

Help students identify and network with employers of choice.

Create a pipeline for our education Partners, of employers willing to create work integrated learning opportunities and full time positions for their graduates.

Convince employers that any student with a minimum of [50] Paddl hours is an ideal candidate for WIL projects, placements internships and ultimately graduate employment!